MAIN MEALS £5.35

CHOOSE 1 MAIN + 1 SIDE + 1 SOFT DRINK*

**MAINS**

**CHOOSE ANY 1:**
- Chipotle Pulled Beef
- Beef & Bean Chilli
- Chicken Tinga *contains pork*
- Crispy Chicken
- Smoky Bean & Sweet Potato Chilli *(v)*
- Fajita Spiced Vegetables *(v)*
- Butter-Milk Chicken Nuggets

**SIDES**

**CHOOSE ANY 1:**
- Chargrilled Corn with Chilli Butter *(v)*
- Southern Spiced Waffle Chips *(v)*
- Spiced Wedges *(v)*
- Nachos *(v)*
- Sweetcorn Fritters *(v)*
- Lime & Coriander Rice *(v)*

**DRINKS** *(12oz)*

**CHOOSE ANY 1:**
- Coke
- Diet Coke
- Fanta
- Sprite
- Water

* Soft drink includes 'Coca-Cola Classic', 'Diet Coke', 'Fanta', 'Sprite' or 500ml bottle of Strathmore water.
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